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About This Game

Without Escape harkens back to first-person graphic adventures of the early ‘90s, which relied on pre-rendered backgrounds and
full-motion video to tell interactive stories. Explore the confines of your own home as you flip between a mundane existence
and a horrifying otherworld. Can you escape the nightmare and find the answers you’re looking for?

One chilly winter night, you go home and notice that nobody’s there. Your parents had told you that they would be visiting your
grandparents for the weekend, so you give their absence no mind and go to bed.
At 2:45 a.m., your sleep is suddenly interrupted by strange noises. A burglar, perhaps? You decide to investigate – only to
plunge into a nightmarish web of stone, flesh, and flame.
With no way to return to what you thought was reality, you must unravel the secret of your home’s transformation. Are you
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prepared to endure the horrors that await you?

Reconnect with the past through classic point-and-click exploration.
Overcome enigmatic puzzles that will test your wits.
Play your way with gamepad, keyboard and mouse support.
Immerse yourself in your home’s oppressive atmosphere with an atmospheric soundtrack.
Gaze upon 1080p pre-rendered backgrounds – in your old home, which has become a hellish nightmare.
Discover multiple endings, secrets, and Easter eggs.
Race against your friends and others with online leaderboards.
Unlock several achievements.
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Title: Without Escape
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Bumpy Trail Games
Publisher:
Bumpy Trail Games
Release Date: 24 Apr, 2018
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: SSE2 Compatible
Memory: 512 MB RAM
Graphics: DirectX 11 Compatible
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 350 MB available space
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without escape
First off, I'd like to state that I'm a HUGE fan of the original Painkiller and it's expansion. Be warned; this is NOTHING like it.
The only thing this piece of trash has in common with the original is the name and the core gameplay.
Let's delve into the plethora of issues that plague this so called sequel:
-Level design is abysmally bad. Most of the combat will take place in tiny rooms, hallways, narrow pathways etc, which goes
against everything the original stood for and makes the pacing downright agonizing. This plays more like a sluggish CoD clone
than a true Painkiller game. Each level is a mess of nonsensical areas hastily smashed together with little to no regard for logical
progression.
-Enemy placement is horrendously bad. Enemies will frequently (EVERY battle) spawn on top of eachothers heads, inside
rubble or out of bounds, and the AI will constantly get stuck on terrain. A lot of the time you'll be shooting enemies running into
an object.
-Performance and loading times are awful and optimization is nonexistant, with inexplicable FPS drops down to 20-30 on a very
high-end rig. The game is also filled to the brim with bugs (like falling to your death in an empty void upon starting a level).
-Graphically the game suffers from floating and misaligned objects, stretched and low-res textures, nonsensical light sources
and bloom on objects that shouldn't have bloom.
-Some of the worst voice acting and one-liners in the entire series ("don't dare to rise again" as an example).
In short, save your money and skip this embarrassment to the Painkiller name. It's not worth it even on sale. 2/10.. very fun and
educational. this game is exactly what jou expect, its a house full of mini games machines.
-you get actual tickets at the end of the minigame, and you can exchange those tickets for fun prices wich are not static but
actual "playable".
-there is a juke-box where you can edit a radio channel so you can play songs.
-the controls are simple, but effective, within 3 minuts you know how it works.
-there are game sounds inplecadet for each mini game machine.
-there are now about 15 minigames in this game and i hope the makers will put more games in later.
-graphics are verry good, they really put time in this game.
-is this game worth your money ? hell yeah ! every single penny, i felt like a child again !!!. IMPORTANT: Avoid the Trackpad
motion option! It made me a little nauseated. But the thing is, the prologue was so well done, I didn't want to end it and choose
Teleportation mode. So I endured a little motion sickness and still had a great time! The prologue has a wonderful fantasy charm
and it's a nice break from hyper-violent death games. The telekenesis power was extremely well done and I can see how that
would be a big part of combat and puzzle solving in future stories. I think a full version of this game with all the RPG elements
(inventory, loot, character customization, conversation trees) would be truly amazing!. The first song saw you on stage with the
idols performing to you and the crowd, this song puts you in the middle of a full on music video!
The character models have been changed a bit, particularly the head styles gave been reduced to more realistic proportions but
still very much anime. In fact, at this point I think the models look their best, that may be influenced by this being my favorite
song of the four though.
Another caveat with this one, on first time viewing after loading the song briefly drops out to steam and stutters very slightly at
the point Mikasa gets off her chair the first time and there's a slight frame drop when the petals are rushing towards you through
the corridors on oculus - any subsequent views are flawless just the first view after loading which is.. Weird.
Definitely my favorite song, character model style, costume choice and video of the 4.. Just Beat Em Up: World of Fury is a
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tribute to all the good beat them up from the nineties like
Double Dragon and Street of Rage.
This game is fun and has a good re playability with all the different mode available, you can also play it on local with a friend.
There is also 'Champion Mode' if the game is to easy for you.
I really recommend this game if you are nostalgic of the 16bit area like me.
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I'm still playing this game because it mixes in damn catchy music, RPG-like elements....
in a clicker.
So bloody fun. Buy it. Watch your time melt away!
I'm going to grab it for the Switch so I can play at the airport between flights! Haha.. Where to begin? I saw this on the
Jimquisition, and thought, Hold on now, that's pretty cool! I bought the game myself, (The Ambrosia edition) and started it up.
First let me say the Easy mode was alright, definitely wasn't easy with the Team AI forgetting to revive me, though granted for
the life of me I could not revive them, even smashing the E key. Recommend an Xbox 360 Controller.
Granted I needed to tinker the game a bit to simply get through the easy mode (Cause I like playing for story and setting) but
rest assured it is still a challenging enemy force, and the power conduit towers have triple health I bloody swear.
I disagree with Jim Sterling on that note, this game was actually very enjoyable, I liked the choose your character and the setting
was vibrant. Though if you happen to keep the pistol (And it comes in handy) you'll need it cause jimmy-four legs is immune to
rocket fire and I'm pretty sure only half the shotgun blast affects him.
I played as Shade, though granted as some will note the game does feel like it lacks length and really story depth, now I might
play EP 1 and 2 to see more. But Nogari felt more like a backdrop than an acting faction, which ultimately undermines it.
Long story short I recommend it, its fun with it's enviroments, it's NOT a AAA title, and if they make a sequel I will be
interested. But the drawback is the villain feels rushed and the story is anything but long which honestly robs it of being good.
PS. Best hacking minigame EVER.. DLC to satisfy COD kiddies of their infantile urges to "pwn newbs". Doesn't even add
weapons, and the Spec Ops are nothing special. For contemporary games to charge this much for what are essentially map packs
which add NOTHING to the gameplay is an indication of where the current video and computer game industry is headed.. I
have always loved the Farm Frenzy series. I love this game as well. The only gripe I have is that there's no Steam cloud save so I
may play on different computers. I would be much happier if the game had this ability.. I enjoy it :D. As Captain Mal Reynolds,
you command a marvelous ship and a daring crew, as you zip and zoom about the galaxy fending off bounty hunters, pirates,
and nasty studio execs desperate to cancel your journey in it's prime so that it can be later turned into a big fancy hollywood
movie. Certified "Fresh" by Rotten Tomatoes.
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